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Previously, we have proposed a liquid crystal (LC) display mode, namely chiral hybrid in-plane 

switching (CH-IPS) mode which has high transmittance and excellent dark state using the hybrid 

alignment of the nematic LC with a chiral dopant in the in-plane switching electrodes.
[1]

 The chiral 

dopant gives rise to a normally white state due to a twisted nematic structure in the hybrid configuration. 

The in-plane field parallel to the planar alignment produces the unidirectional alignment and thus the 

dark state is obtained. However, the CH-IPS mode observed a reverse domain problem.
[2]

 

In this work, we investigate the reverse domain formation in the CH-IPS mode in viewpoints of a pretilt 

angle and a surface anchoring energy for a planar alignment layer. From numerical calculation of free 

energy without an external field for various pretilt angles and various surface anchoring energies, we 

found that the high pretilt angle and the strong anchoring strength remove the reverse domains. Also, we 

experimentally confirmed effects of the pretilt angle and anchoring strength on the reverse domain 

formation. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Free energy of the chiral hybrid configuration as function of the pretilt angle and (b) free 

energy difference according to the pretilt angles as function of the polar anchoring energy under no 

applied voltage. 
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